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Remarkably realistic - LECHUZA CUBETO and
CANTO with a natural stone look
There is no better way to chase winter away than planting colorful and fragrant spring flowers.
The new LECHUZA planters CUBETO and CANTO are perfect fresh style elements indoors and
architectural highlights on the terrace or in the garden.

The new bowl planter CUBETO impresses with
its innovative design: a classic outline combined
with a natural looking surface and the well-tried
LECHUZA sub-irrigation system. Following the
example of nature, the 1.6 or 3 liter water reservoir
provides plants with just the right amount of
water and nutrients. When postitioned on a
terrace or in the garden, excessive rain water
can drain easily thanks to the overflow system
and removable drain plug. There are countless
options for creative planting: an inviting spring arrangement, a tasteful adornment for graves
or a green Easter nest – the versatile CUBETO can be used for an abundance of occasions
and can easily be moved around due to its light, high-quality polypropylene.
Clear lines with rough edges are key style features of the
modern CANTO. In a cube or column shape, it is a

versatile and up-to-date design element. It is particularly
attractive indoors as a contrast to lush greens or opulent
flower arrangements outside. The frame and hand grips
of the removable plant liner match the color of the
planter, while the liner can be placed in the cube as well
as the column. This opens countless possibilities to
decorate the modern home. With its 3 liter water reservoir,
the LECHUZA sub-irrigation system ensures that plants
can prosper and flourish. The drain plug can be removed to allow excessive rain water to drain

with ease and enables the use of the CANTO planter indoors as well as outdoors.

The new LECHUZA planters CUBETO and CANTO are right on trend with
their cutting-edge design and natural upper. The planters effortlessly blend
into modern architecture and current design. CANTO and CUBETO are the
first planters with a stone-looking surface that offer the functional LECHUZA
sub-irrigation system. The rough structure of these
two novelties is a real highlight: the planters are made
from reliable and very light high-quality plastic and still look and feel like
solid stone. The available colors sand beige, graphite black and stone

gray are perfect matches for modern furniture and are attractive eyecatchers in the garden and on the terrace. When used outdoors,
these smart planters protect plants from stagnant moisture. Thanks to
the robust polypropylene, which is UV and frost resistant, and their
up-to-date design, the LECHUZA planters offer many creative
possibilities and are the ideal way of welcoming spring into any home.

The LECHUZA CUBETO Color is available in store from January 2017 in the colors sand
beige, graphite black and stone gray. It comes in two different sizes as an All-in-One Set
including planter, plant liner, sub-irrigation set and LECHUZA-PON plant substrate.
CUBETO Color 30
Dimensions: 11.8 x 5.1 inches; Water reservoir: 1.6 liter
CUBETO Color 40
Dimensions: 15.7 x 7.1 inches; Water reservoir: 3 liter

The LECHUZA CANTO Color is available in store from March 2017 as an All-in-One Set
including planter, plant liner and LECHUZA PON plant substrate. It comes in the colors sand

beige, graphite black and stone gray.
CANTO Color Cube
Dimensions: 12 x 12 inches | height 12 inch
CANTO Color Column
Dimensions: 12 x 12 inches | height 22 inch

About LECHUZA
geobra Brandstätter Stiftung & Co. KG, headquartered in Zirndorf (near Nuremberg), is the maker of
PLAYMOBIL and Germany’s largest toy producer. In addition, the innovative company has been
developing, producing and distributing the LECHUZA brand of high-quality plastic planters since 2000
and designer garden furniture since 2015. The Brandstätter group employs over 4.200 members of staff
worldwide.

